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Purpose: The willingness to utilize primary care services is crucial in explaining residents’ healthcare-seeking behavior and decision- 
making in the context of the free choice of healthcare providers. This study examines China’s family doctor contracting services 
system to elucidate the conceptual structure of the willingness to utilize primary care services and develop a reliable measurement tool.
Methods: The study was conducted in two phases. Firstly, in-depth interviews were conducted with community residents, resulting in 
42 qualitative data sets. Subsequently, a measurement scale for the willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services was 
developed, and the scale was validated through two surveys using exploratory factor analysis (N = 250) and confirmatory factor 
analysis (N = 278), respectively.
Results: By employing a grounded theory approach, this study analyzes the connotation of willingness to utilize family doctor 
contracting services. It constructs a conceptual framework for the willingness to utilize primary care services. This conceptual 
framework consists of three dimensions: perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative. Based on this frame-
work, a measurement scale comprising 14 items was developed and subjected to rigorous validation procedures to ensure its reliability 
and validity.
Conclusion: This study extends prior research on healthcare service utilization willingness by elucidating the internal willingness 
structure for primary healthcare services. It enhances our understanding of the connotation of healthcare service utilization willingness 
and develops a scientifically rigorous measurement tool. The findings of this study provide valuable insights into improving both the 
willingness and behavior of utilizing primary care services in healthcare systems where the hierarchical referral system still needs to be 
fully developed.
Keywords: family doctor contracting services, primary care utilization willingness, grounded theory, scale development

Introduction
China’s three-tier healthcare system consists of primary healthcare service institutions, secondary hospitals, and tertiary 
hospitals. Residents have the freedom to choose healthcare service institutions for medical treatment. Therefore, it does 
not represent a rigorous hierarchical referral system. The unique nature of healthcare services and the insufficient service 
capacity of primary healthcare institutions have led to a significant inclination among residents to seek higher-level 
healthcare facilities. Regardless of the severity of their symptoms, residents tend to bypass primary healthcare institutions 
and directly seek treatment at higher-level hospitals.1 As a result, higher-level hospitals become overcrowded while 
primary healthcare institutions struggle to fulfill their functions. Consequently, higher-level hospitals continue to attract 
talent and introduce advanced medical equipment, further widening their advantages within the healthcare system. This 
situation exacerbates the imbalance in healthcare resource allocation, leading to the overutilization of medical services 
and the wastage of a substantial amount of healthcare insurance funds. Moreover, residents find it difficult to access high- 
quality healthcare experiences. To address the chaotic competition among hospitals at different levels, the Chinese 
government, including the State Council’s Health Reform Office and the Ministry of Civil Affairs, jointly issued the 
“Guiding Opinions on Promoting Family Doctor Contracting Services” in 2016 to promote the development of family 
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doctor contracted services. The goal is to enable primary care as the first point of contact and implement a hierarchical 
medical system, providing comprehensive, continuous and coordinated essential healthcare services to the population.2

Family doctor contracting services represent a manifestation of primary care services. They aim to enhance residents’ 
utilization of primary healthcare institutions by signing service contracts with family doctor teams. The aim is to change 
residents’ healthcare-seeking habits and facilitate the development of a hierarchical referral system. During the promo-
tion of family doctor contracted services, the Chinese health administration authorities have regarded the signing rate of 
residents as a primary assessment criterion. Consequently, the number of individuals signing up for family doctor 
contracted services in China has rapidly increased.3 However, the utilization of primary healthcare institutions has yet to 
show a corresponding improvement. According to medical service data released by the National Bureau of Statistics of 
China from January to November 2022, the number of visits to community health service centers decreased by 4.4% 
compared to the previous year.4 The reasons for this can be attributed to several factors. Firstly, in some provinces and 
cities, government departments and grassroots healthcare institutions have included residents in the signing service 
system without their knowledge to increase the number of sign-ups, resulting in inaccurate figures. Secondly, it is related 
to the establishment of a hierarchical medical system. In countries like the United Kingdom and Australia, residents must 
consult primary healthcare service providers before seeking referral from their general practitioners for specialist hospital 
visits. However, in China, residents have complimentary choices for healthcare decisions, and primary healthcare 
institutions are one option among many. According to rational behavior theory and planned behavior theory, willingness 
is essential in determining behavior.5,6 Individuals require a certain level of willingness before deciding to utilize 
a specific service. The willingness of residents to use family doctor services reflects their degree of endorsement for 
this service model and serves as the foundation for their utilization of primary healthcare services. Furthermore, residents 
may include primary healthcare services as one of their healthcare options and, in their healthcare decision-making, 
translate their willingness into actual utilization. This transformational process progressively clarifies the role of primary 
healthcare services within the tiered healthcare system. Therefore, residents’ willingness to use primary healthcare 
services can also be considered a prerequisite for the orderly operation of the tiered healthcare system. To accurately 
grasp the actual attitudes of residents, this study employs a grounded theory approach to explore the essence and scope of 
willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services. It develops a corresponding measurement scale following 
scientific procedures to enhance the theoretical framework of willingness to utilize primary care services.

Literature Review
Connotation of Utilization Willingness for Healthcare Services
Fishbein and Ajzen argue that individual behavior cannot be predicted solely based on attitudes and that assessing whether 
a willingness to carry out the behavior is necessary.7 According to Eagly and Chaiken, willingness is a subjective inclination 
distinct from individual attitudes and represents the conscious motivation of individuals before carrying out a specific 
behavior.8 Bell and Bucklin further suggest that willingness is the probability of an individual engaging in a specific behavior, 
with more vital willingness indicating a greater likelihood of performing that behavior.9 In marketing, Fishbein and Manfredo 
propose that consumer purchase willingness explains consumers’ final purchase behavior and represents their attitudes before 
purchasing.10 According to Schiffman and Kanuk, purchase intention is the subjective perception of individual consumers, 
representing their intention to purchase a particular product. It can measure the likelihood of consumer purchases, showing 
a positive correlation with purchase behavior. In healthcare-related willingness research, willingness to pay (WTP) to improve 
health is essential for measuring the willingness to utilize medical and health services. Examples include willingness to pay 
for digital health technologies,11 willingness to pay for oral health,12 willingness to pay for treating asthma symptoms.13

Regarding primary care services, the researchers examined the willingness of residents to be vaccinated against Covid-19 and 
the patients with hypertension’s willingness to pay for their preferred medical treatments.14,15 China’s family doctor contracting 
services encompass a wide range of services, with slight variations in service offerings across different provinces and cities. 
These services primarily include prevention and treatment of common diseases, health consultations, and home care.16 Qiu et al 
define the content of contracted services as initial consultation services, referral services, and services for chronic diseases.17 Hu 
and Huang consider the main content of contracted services to include medication guidance, blood pressure monitoring, blood 
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glucose monitoring, and other services.18 Sun et al in their study on the utilization of family doctor contracting services in 
a community in Beijing, examined both the free essential services and some additional services, such as distributing health 
education materials, conducting health knowledge lectures, health promotion activities, health consultations, and referral 
services.19

In the studies mentioned above, scholars defined the utilization willingness of primary care services as whether 
residents accept specific service offerings. Some scholars also focus on residents’ willingness for initial 
consultations.20,21 For instance, the willingness to utilize primary care services is defined as “whether residents are 
willing to seek medical care at community health service institutions under normal circumstances”.22 In addition, 
residents’ willingness to enter into service contracts with family doctors23 and their willingness to renew service 
contracts24–26 have also been used to explain residents’ utilization willingness for primary care services.

Measurement of Medical and Health Service Utilization Willingness
Zeithaml conceptualized willingness as a subjective behavior categorized into positive and negative inclinations, 
exhibiting a unidimensional structure.27 Prior studies have employed different indicators to measure the intensity of 
consumers’ purchase willingness. For instance, repurchase willingness was used by Gümüş28 and Pan et al.29 Wang et al 
assessed future consumption willingness.30 Regarding the measurement of utilization willingness for healthcare services, 
Zhao et al used indicators such as willing and unwilling,31 while Alsulaiman et al measured parental willingness to 
vaccinate their children using five indicators: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree.32

In primary care services, the measurement of willingness primarily focuses on residents’ willingness to sign up or 
renew service contracts. For instance, Wang et al investigated residents’ willingness to sign up for primary care services 
using three indicators: willing, unwilling, and undecided.33 Xu et al measured residents’ signing-up willingness using 
four options: willing, unwilling, undecided, and indifferent.34 Wang et al evaluated residents’ willingness to renew their 
contracts for family doctor services using the indicators willing and unwilling.25

The existing research on the conceptual definition of utilization willingness for primary care services focuses on residents’ 
inclination to seek initial consultations and medical care or utilize specific service offerings within primary healthcare 
institutions. China’s family doctor contracting services encompass a wide range of services, including essential public health 
services and personalized services that require additional fees, such as health management services for patients with chronic 
diseases, pregnant women, and postpartum women. Therefore, studies examining the willingness to utilize individual medical 
service offerings cannot fully capture the characteristics of primary care services nor provide insights into the internal 
motivations of healthcare service recipients.

Regarding measuring utilization willingness for primary care services, existing research primarily focuses on residents’ 
willingness to sign up, renew, or pay for the services without fully capturing their overall attitude toward them. In terms of 
measurement methods, most studies have used a few indicators to measure willingness based on different degrees, needing 
more scientific rigor and standardization. There needs to be more development of measurement scales for the utilization 
willingness of primary care services following established psychological measurement methods and research paradigms. 
Consequently, empirical studies in this area have been unable to obtain practical measurement tools.

Therefore, it is crucial to delve into the conceptual meaning and structure of utilization willingness for primary care 
services. This exploration can shed light on the decision-making mechanisms underlying residents’ healthcare-seeking 
behaviors and provide practical measurement tools for empirical research on utilization willingness and behavior 
regarding primary care services.

Exploring the Structural Dimensions of Willingness to Utilize Family 
Doctor Contracting Services
Method
This study explores the structure of utilization willingness for family doctor contracting services using a grounded theory 
approach and statistical analysis methods and subsequently develops a measurement scale. Grounded theory involves 
collecting, summarizing, categorizing, analyzing, and comparing raw data and utilizing data coding techniques to extract 
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concepts and categories that explain phenomena or issues, thereby constructing and developing theory. Research on the 
utilization willingness of primary care services must be context-specific. Existing literature reviews indicate that studies 
on residents’ utilization and willingness for primary care services are relatively limited. Grounded theory is particularly 
suitable for exploring specific domains where knowledge is limited or not yet fully understood, especially in observing 
individuals’ cognitive, behavioral, and interactive processes within specific contexts and establishing new theoretical 
explanations based on prior knowledge.35 Therefore, employing the grounded theory approach for conceptualizing 
utilization willingness for family doctor contracting services is deemed appropriate.

Sample Selection and Data Collection
This study employed a theoretical sampling method to construct the conceptual structure of utilization willingness for 
primary care services based on attributes and dimensions. Our criteria for selecting participants were as follows: (1) 
Adult community residents who themselves or their family members have a certain level of healthcare service needs, thus 
possessing a certain degree of understanding of medical services’ categorization and functions. (2) Wide distribution 
across age, gender, and other personal characteristics, with representative coverage at the regional level.

Based on the relevant literature, a preliminary interview outline was developed. Before the formal interview, two 
public health experts and three doctoral students were invited to participate in a focus group discussion to revise the 
outline. The interview questions include but are not limited to 1. Are you familiar with the community health service 
center and family doctor contracting services? Can you briefly describe your views? 2. How did you learn about family 
doctor contracting services? 3. What is your impression of the medical services provided by community health service 
centers? 4. Have you ever received medical treatment at a community medical institution? If so, please share your 
experience. 5. Are you willing to use the family doctor services to meet your medical needs?

In June 2022, we conducted in-depth interviews with 42 participants from various Chinese cities, including Beijing, 
Shanghai, Chongqing, Changchun, Nanjing, Changzhou, and Zhenjiang. By including participants from multiple cities, 
we ensured the generalizability of our study. The participants comprised 20 males and 22 females, ranging in age from 20 
to 63. The interview sessions lasted for 40 to 60 minutes each. With their consent, we recorded the interviews and 
transcribed over 60,000 words based on the interview records.

Data Analysis Process
This study referred to the method proposed by Wan et al,36 which involved using open coding, axial coding, and selective 
coding procedures to analyze textual data.

Open Coding
Open coding is the first step in the grounded theory coding process, which involves exploring qualitative data obtained for 
conducting open-ended research. It entails defining concepts, attributes, and categories discovered through data analysis. This 
study used manual coding to process raw data by systematically encoding and labeling interview materials from 36 
participants word by word and sentence by sentence. This process aimed to extract valuable concepts and generate initial 
categories by integrating elements with similar connotations. By organizing interview data, 46 initial concepts were derived, 
then categorized and organized into 15 initial categories following the principle of semantic similarity. The following excerpt 
represents a portion of the language corpus obtained through open coding, as shown in Table 1.

Axial Coding
The axial coding is the second stage of the programmatic grounded theory coding process, aimed at developing main categories 
and their corresponding subcategories by exploring the logical relationships between categories.37 By analyzing the inherent 
connections and logical sequence of different categories on a conceptual level, this study further classified and summarized 15 
categories into six subcategories, namely information perception, acceptance tendency, functional perception, benefit inclination, 
sustained tendency, and diffusion inclination. The study further extracted three main categories by analyzing the relationships 
between subcategories: perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative. The specific content and category 
connotation are shown in Table 2.
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Selective Coding
Selective encoding involves reintegrating the axial coding content to uncover potential associative structures among core 
categories, identify and distill critical categories, and develop new theoretical frameworks. In this study, the core category 

Table 1 The Results of Open Coding

Typical Statement (Example) Initial Concept 
(Example)

Initial Category

I have encountered relevant information regarding the signing of family doctor contracting services in the 
homeowners’ group chat.

Online promotion Dissemination 
channel

The doctor from the community hospital gave me a brochure about family doctor contracting services, 
which listed various service items.

Understand the 
service items

Content awareness

Regarding the issue of medication for COVID-19 positive cases, my colleague’s contracted family doctor 
provided detailed advice. I believe that such services are highly practical when encountering sudden health 
conditions.

Referring to others’ 
evaluations

Triggering thinking

I believe that seeking medical care at a community hospital is actually very convenient, of course, 
depending on the severity of the symptoms. For minor illnesses like colds and fevers, even if one goes to 
a larger hospital, the doctors will only provide basic treatments, so there is not much difference.

Comparing healthcare 
choices

Cognitive 
adjustment

The doctors in the Community hospital patiently explained the relevant policies and service items to me 
when promoting the contracted services, which I think are quite practical.

Service items practical Attempting 
motivation

Last summer, when my child complained of stomachache, possibly due to the low temperature of the air 
conditioning, I took her to the community hospital for a check-up. For non-serious issues like this, 
I usually choose to visit the community hospital first, where they can prescribe some medication if 
needed.

Treatment of common 
diseases

Disease diagnosis 
and treatment

After my child was born, the family doctor conducted regular home visits to perform physical 
examinations and check for conditions such as jaundice.

Neonatal visit Health management

During the past two years, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the community hospital frequently shared 
relevant guidelines and precautions regarding the prevention and treatment of COVID-19 in WeChat 
groups.

Prevention of 
infectious diseases

Health education

Seeking medical care at a community hospital offers a higher reimbursement rate through medical 
insurance compared to larger hospitals, which makes it more cost-effective for ordinary families, 
particularly for elderly individuals with chronic conditions who require long-term medication.

Low cost Functional value

When we go to the hospital for medical treatment, it is indeed a form of consumption. On one hand, we 
are purchasing medication, and on the other hand, we are paying for the services provided. Out of the 
total cost, let us say 80% may be allocated to the medication expenses, while the remaining 20% is for the 
doctor’s services. When patients encounter health issues, they may already feel anxious, and a simple 
word from the doctor can provide them with comfort. Conversely, a casual remark can also worsen the 
patient’s mood.

Humanistic care Emotional value

The community hospital organizes various lectures, and I attended one on reproductive health where the 
doctor provided insights into preconception and pregnancy nutrition and healthcare requirements. The 
knowledge shared during the lecture was beneficial for me as a new mother, as it effectively reduced my 
anxiety and provided helpful guidance.

Pregnancy health 
popularization

Knowledge value

When my child, who is only three years old, is not feeling well, I prefer to contact our designated family 
doctor for consultation. For instance, I inquire about whether my child needs medication and what type of 
medication is appropriate.

Medication 
consultation

Spontaneous 
utilization

If the contracted services are valuable for the health of me and my family, I would be willing to renew the 
contract even after it expires.

Extend service 
contract

Predictable 
utilization

Last year, when I tested positive for COVID-19, I was a bit anxious. My contracted family doctor provided 
me with guidance on how to take antipyretic medication and checked on my symptoms daily. They were 
particularly responsible and attentive.

Service quality 
evaluation

Share experience

There is an old man in the building next to our house who has difficulty moving. Doctors from the 
Community hospital regularly come to check him up.

Door-to-door physical 
examination

Introduce service 
items
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of “willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services” was established, with perceived feasibility, perceived 
desirability, and perceived initiative as the primary categories surrounding this core category. Family doctor contracting 
services represent primary care services in China, with community residents potentially using this service model. This 
study focuses on community residents’ psychological inclination from awareness to utilization of this healthcare model. 
The willingness to utilize primary care services among residents can be divided into three dimensions:

1. Perceived feasibility involves residents acquiring relevant information about primary care services (such as family 
doctor contracting services), evaluating them preliminarily, and developing motivation to try utilizing them.

2. Perceived desirability entails residents gaining a deeper understanding of the functionalities of primary care 
services and recognizing the benefits they can obtain from such services.

3. Perceived initiative encompasses residents’ acceptance of primary care services, willingness to utilize them long- 
term, and readiness to recommend them to family and friends.

Theoretical Saturation Test
After conducting a three-level coding process, we were able to establish the dimensional indicators of residents’ 
willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services. To ensure the reliability of our research, we subjected the 

Table 2 The Results of Axial Coding

Main 
Category

Subcategory Initial Category Category Connotation

Perceived 

feasibility

Information 

perception

Dissemination 

channel

Information perception is how residents receive basic knowledge about family doctor 

contract services through community promotion, social media, and other channels, 

including policy terms, product descriptions, and service details.
Content 

awareness

Acceptance 

inclination

Triggering thinking Acceptance tendency represents the psychological state in which residents, while 

perceiving the concept of family doctor contract services, consider the basic features of 
such services in conjunction with their own healthcare needs, leading to acceptance of 

family doctor contract services and the emergence of motivation to utilize them.

Cognitive 

adjustment

Attempting 

motivation

Perceived 

desirability

Functional 

perception

Disease diagnosis 

and treatment

Functional perception refers to the cognitive state of residents when they develop 

a comprehensive understanding of the components of primary care services. These 

components encompass the initial diagnosis and referral system, personal health 
management, regular check-ups, and health education sessions provided by community 

healthcare institutions and family doctor teams.

Health 

management

Health education

Obtaining 
benefit 

inclination

Functional value Obtaining benefit inclination towards benefits refers to the psychological tendency of 
residents to seek various gains by utilizing primary care services. This inclination is 

primarily driven by the desire to attain medical, functional, and emotional benefits while 

fulfilling healthcare needs and acquiring healthcare knowledge benefits.

Emotional value

Knowledge value

Perceived 
initiative

Persistent 
inclination

Spontaneous 
utilization

Persistent inclination represents a proactive psychological state in which residents actively 
utilize primary care services. This inclination is manifested through the spontaneous 

pursuit of services the contracted doctor provides based on individual needs and the 

deliberate extension of service contract duration in a planned manner.
Predictable 
utilization

Diffusion 
inclination

Share experience Diffusion inclination refers to the psychological tendency of residents to recommend 
primary care services to friends and family members in their social circle. This inclination 

is based on their understanding of the benefits, relevant information, or personal 

experiences associated with the services.

Introduce service 

items
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remaining six resident interview data to theoretical saturation testing during the theoretical sampling process. The testing, 
which employed open coding, axial coding, and selective coding steps, confirmed that the conceptual indicators within 
each category dimension of the residents’ willingness to utilize the primary care services model were comprehensive and 
rich. We did not find any new primary category relationship structures beyond the three primary categories (perceived 
feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative), nor did we overlook any new concepts within the existing 
categories. The original logical relationships between the primary categories remained unchanged. Based on the results of 
theoretical saturation testing, we can confirm that the structural model of residents’ willingness to utilize family doctor 
contracting services, as constructed in this study, has achieved theoretical saturation.

Coding Results
Based on an extensive analysis of original interview data, this study employs grounded theory to construct a conceptual 
model for the willingness to utilize primary care services. The willingness to utilize primary care services reflects 
residents’ attitudes toward primary care services. Drawing from the results of the coding analysis, this study establishes 
three dimensions for willingness to utilize primary care services: perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and 
perceived initiative. Each dimension comprises two sub-categories. A conceptual structural model for residents’ will-
ingness to utilize primary care services is developed by clarifying the relationships between concepts, dimensions, and 
sub-categories, as depicted in Figure 1.

Development and Testing of Family Doctor Contract Service Utilization 
Willingness Scale
Initial Scale Development
The previous research involved in-depth interviews with the participants to obtain raw quotes and form initial concepts. 
A conceptual model and dimensions were formed using programmatic grounded theory research methods. Building upon 
the qualitative research findings, a measurement scale for utilizing family doctor contracting services was developed by 
processing and organizing the initial questionnaire items.

The initial items of the measurement scale for the utilization willingness of family doctor contracting services were 
mainly based on references to and inspirations from the Policy Acquisition Scale, the Continuous Utilization Willingness 
Scale, the Product Attitude Scale, the Loyalty Willingness Scale, the Online Medical Service Usage Motivation Scale, the 
Patient Satisfaction Scale, and Usage Willingness Scale.38–44 While absorbing and integrating relevant theories and 
contents from existing literature, we extracted qualitative textual data on the conceptual connotations and categories of 
family doctor contracting service utilization willingness refined in this study to develop a measurement scale of 23 initial 
items. To ensure the scale’s content validity, we contacted four public health and general medicine research scholars. We 
invited them to provide feedback on the initial items of the scale. First, we sent the scale to them via email and 
summarized their feedback after receiving it. We then sent it to them again, and after everyone’s opinions tended to 

Figure 1 Conceptual structure of residents’ willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services.
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converge, we tentatively determined the content items of the scale. At the same time, according to Armitage and 
Conner’s views,45 self-prediction and behavioral tendency factors involved in behavioral willingness concepts can be 
described using expressions such as “how likely is it that”. “I want to”. “I plan to”. Based on these principles, we revised 
the wording of the items. We repeatedly modified and optimized their content until we reached a final measurement scale 
for family doctor contracting services utilization willingness.

After revising the measurement items, we conducted small-scale pilot tests and recorded feedback from community 
residents who met the testing conditions to ensure their acceptability. Through continuous revision and improvement, we 
finally determined an initial measurement scale for the utilization willingness of family doctor contracting services 
consisting of 16 items, as shown in Table 3.

Scale Validity Assessment
Pilot Study and Scale Revision
Questionnaire Collection and Sample Recruitment 
The pre-survey questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part was the questionnaire instructions, briefly explaining 
the purpose of the survey. The second part included demographic information, such as gender, age, educational level, 
occupation, monthly income level, chronic health conditions, and family doctor service contract status. The third part 
comprised the scale of willingness to utilize primary care services, consisting of 16 items. It encompassed four items of 

Table 3 Original Measurement Items of the Family Doctor Contracting Service Utilization Willingness Scale

Dimension Secondary 
Indicators

Number Item

Perceived 

feasibility

Information 

perception

1 I am familiar with the concept of family doctor contract services.

2 I have obtained information about family doctor contract services.

Acceptance 

inclination

3 I want to understand whether the family doctor contract service aligns with my healthcare 

needs.

4 I want to try utilizing family doctor contract services.

Perceived 

desirability

Functional 

perception

5 I am aware that family doctors can provide some free healthcare services.

6 Utilizing the family doctor contract service allows for health management.

7 I want to gain health knowledge through the family doctor contract service.

Obtaining benefit 

inclination

8 Utilizing the family doctor contract service can simplify the healthcare process.

9 Utilizing the family doctor contract service can save time in seeking medical treatment.

10 Utilizing the family doctor contract service can result in a better healthcare experience.

Perceived 

initiative

Persistent 

inclination

11 I intend to consider community health centers as essential healthcare options.

12 If necessary, I plan to purchase value-added services associated with family doctor contract 
services.

13 I will maintain a stable contractual relationship with my designated family doctor.

Diffusion inclination 14 I plan to share the information I have learned about family doctor contract services with 

friends and family.

15 I plan to discuss my perspectives on the family doctor contract service with friends and 

family.

16 I plan to recommend family doctor contract services and related paid value-added services 

to friends and family if necessary.
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perceived feasibility, six items of desired perception, and six items of proactive perception. The questionnaire adopted 
a 5-point Likert scoring method, where respondents rated their agreement level based on the descriptions provided for 
each item and their circumstances. The response options ranged from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and were 
assigned scores from 1 to 5, respectively.

Given the research topic’s specificity, we targeted community residents with medical and health service needs as the 
survey subjects to ensure the survey results’ accuracy and validity. Therefore, the inclusion criteria for the survey 
subjects were community residents aged 18 years or older (registered residents or residents who have lived in the 
community for more than six months). In August 2022, we distributed the questionnaire online using a random sampling 
method. Considering the ease of use of the survey platform, we used the widely used “Wenjuanxing” platform to 
distribute electronic questionnaires to improve the convenience and quality of respondents’ use and completion of the 
questionnaire. We optimized the design of the online questionnaire according to the characteristics of mobile devices, 
making it easy for respondents to read and complete. We also used a reward survey method to improve respondents’ 
seriousness in completing the questionnaire and limited duplicate responses through IP address restrictions. Finally, 285 
questionnaires were collected. After screening out invalid questionnaires with excessively short or long completion 
times, all items selected with the same option, or options presented in an obvious pattern, we obtained 250 valid sample 
data for exploratory analysis of residents’ utilization willingness of family doctor contracting services. These valid 
samples were from Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai, Guangdong, Beijing, Shandong, Heilongjiang, and Chongqing. The 
gender ratio of the sample was relatively balanced, with slightly more females than males. The age distribution was 
relatively balanced, with slightly more respondents aged 31–40. The educational level was evenly distributed. The 
monthly income level was mostly below 5000 yuan, while the distribution of chronic disease status and family doctor 
service contract status was balanced. Overall, the sample distribution was consistent with our research expectations.

Reliability Testing and Item Purification 
Regarding the reliability and stability of measurement results, the coefficient alpha of Chronbach’s α is commonly used 
to assess the scale’s reliability. If Chronbach’s α coefficient is more significant than 0.7, it indicates good internal 
consistency among the measurement issues of the scale. The reliability of each dimension ranges from 0.783 to 0.873. 
Among the 16 items in the three dimensions, we retained the items with a Chronbach’s α coefficient greater than 0.6 and 
a CITC value not less than 0.5, based on Churchill’s criterion that the CITC value should be greater than 0.5.46 After 
careful consideration, we deleted items PD1 and PD4 in the hope perception dimension because their CITC values did 
not reach the empirical standard. Cronbach’s α coefficient improved significantly after deleting these items. We followed 
the principle of streamlining the scale by deleting items PD1 and PD4 to purify the test items.

Exploratory Factor Analysis 
After purifying the initial scale by deleting items PD1 and PD4, we conducted exploratory factor analysis. Firstly, we 
conducted a suitability test for factor analysis on the sample data. When the KMO value is higher than 0.7 and Bartlett’s 
sphericity test reaches a significant level, the sample data is likely suitable for exploratory factor analysis. We found that 
the KMO value of the data was 0.938, and the χ2 value of Bartlett’s sphericity test was 2050.293 (p <0.001), which met 
the requirements of factor analysis. Next, we used principal component analysis to extract factors with eigenvalues 
greater than 1 through maximum variance orthogonal rotation. Four factors were extracted after continuous factor 
analysis, consistent with the three-dimensional conceptual structure of willingness to use proposed earlier. The cumu-
lative contribution rate of the total variance was 68.734%. Each item had a factor loading greater than 0.6 on its 
corresponding dimension and small cross-loadings on other dimensions. The factor aggregation was consistent with 
grounded theory research, as shown in Table 4.

Formal Study and Scale Testing
Questionnaire Collection and Sample Recruitment 
Through item purification and exploratory factor analysis, this study identified a three-factor structure and 14 practical 
measurement items for willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services. The second survey was conducted to 
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collect data for confirmatory factor analysis using a Likert scale questionnaire. The first part contained demographic 
information, including gender, age, education level, monthly income, chronic disease status, and family doctor service 
contract status. The second part consisted of measurement items for willingness to utilize family doctor contracting 
services, including four items for the feasibility perception dimension, four for the hope perception dimension, and six 
for the initiative perception dimension. The survey targeted community residents aged 18 or older (with local household 
registration or residence time of more than six months). In October 2022, electronic questionnaires were randomly 
distributed through the “Wenjuanxing” platform using a random sampling method. The design of the online questionnaire 
was optimized based on the characteristics of mobile devices to facilitate respondents’ reading and answering. A prize 
survey method was used to improve the respondents’ seriousness in answering the questionnaire. At the same time, IP 
address restriction was used to avoid repeated questionnaire filling. A total of 310 questionnaires were collected, and 
after screening out questionnaires that did not meet the survey inclusion criteria, those with excessively short or long 
response times, those with all items selected as the same option, and those with options showing apparent regularity, 
a total of 278 valid sample data were obtained for confirmatory factor analysis of residents’ willingness to use family 
doctor contracting services. The effective response rate was 89.7%, and the valid samples were from Jiangsu, Zhejiang, 
Shanghai, Guangdong, Beijing, Shandong, Jilin, Chongqing and other regions.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
This study employed AMOS 26 to conduct confirmatory factor analysis on 278 valid samples, aiming to test the three- 
factor structural equation model of willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services. Single-factor, two-factor, and 
three-factor nested models were constructed for comparison, with the single-factor model loading all 14 items on only 
one common factor, the two-factor model loading all 14 items on two common factors, and the three-factor model 
loading all 14 items on three common factors.

As shown in Table 5, the fit indices of the single-factor and two-factor models were poor, with most indicators failing 
to reach empirical standards. The fit indices of the three-factor model were superior to those of other competing models. 
Specifically, the absolute fit index χ2/df of the three-factor model was 1.344, which was less than the empirical value of 

Table 4 The Results of Exploratory Factor Analysis

Dimension Number Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Perceived initiative PI3 0.771 0.148 0.188

PI5 0.758 0.272 0.248

PI2 0.755 0.218 0.221

PI1 0.719 0.299 0.094

PI4 0.701 0.271 0.289

PI6 0.690 0.320 0.253

Perceived feasibility PF1 0.224 0.842 0.205

PF3 0.313 0.761 0.337

PF4 0.396 0.750 0.197

PF2 0.372 0.730 0.284

Perceived desirability PD2 0.318 0.084 0.786

PD3 0.104 0.385 0.713

PD4 0.149 0.358 0.684

PD1 0.353 0.152 0.655
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3; the approximate error root mean square deviation RMSEA was 0.049, which was much smaller than the critical value 
of 0.08; the GFI was 0.940, reaching the ideal level of above 0.90; other related indices, including NFI (0.934), TLI 
(0.966), and CFI (0.972), were all higher than 0.90; and the PGFI was 0.663, which was greater than the standard value 
of 0.5, indicating good model parsimony.

In summary, the first-order three-factor competing model of willingness to use primary medical services under 
contract has achieved ideal fit indices, indicating that the perceived feasibility dimension, perceived desirability dimen-
sion, and perceived initiative dimension have good discriminant validity. In the three-factor model, the standardized 
factor loading values of the 14 measurement items corresponding to the perceived feasibility dimension, perceived 
desirability dimension and perceived initiative dimension were all higher than the standard value of 0.5 (see Figure 1), 
indicating good convergent validity of the scale and further validating the rationality of the conceptual model.

As the correlation coefficients between the three dimensions of perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and 
perceived initiative are between 0.52 and 0.63, they have a high correlation. Higher-order constructs may influence each 
factor when there is a high correlation between factors in a first-order confirmatory factor analysis model. Therefore, this 
study conducted a second-order confirmatory factor analysis on the scale. The second-order factor analysis treats the 
actual latent variables as measurement variables in the structural model, which can better reflect higher-level latent 
factors. The second-order model can test the convergent validity through the standardized path coefficients linking 
the second-order and first-order factors.

As shown in Table 5, the fit results of the second-order confirmatory factor model are the same as those of the first-order 
three-factor model, both reaching the ideal level, indicating that the two models are equivalent. The path coefficients of 
perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative are all higher than the critical value of 0.7, indicating that 
willingness to use family doctor contracting services as a higher-order variable can explain these three first-order variables.

Testing Reliability and Validity
Reliability and validity tests were conducted on 278 valid samples from formal surveys to test the willingness to use the 
family doctor contracting services measurement scale. The Cronbach’s α coefficient was calculated for each dimension to 
test the reliability of the final three-dimensional model. With Cronbach’s α coefficient of 0.7 as the standard, the model is 
considered reliable when the measured value is higher than the standard value.

As shown in Table 6, Chronba ch’s α coefficient of the perceived feasibility dimension was 0.850, the perceived 
desirability dimension was 0.854, the perceived initiative dimension was 0.858, and the total Chronbach’s α coefficient of 
the scale was 0.898. The reliability coefficients of each dimension and the total scale were all higher than the empirical 
standard of 0.7, indicating that the reliability of the willingness to use the family doctor contracting services measurement 
scale developed in this study is promising.

Structural validity includes convergent validity and discriminant validity. Convergent validity refers to the consis-
tency of results obtained by measuring the same construct using different methods. It is usually measured by two 
indicators: average variance extracted (AVE) and composite reliability (CR). The standardized loading coefficients of the 
three factors and 14 items in the willingness to use family doctor contracting services measurement scale were all greater 
than 0.5 and reached a significant level. As shown in Table 6, the AVE value of the feasibility perception dimension was 

Table 5 The Results of the Fit Indicators for the Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Model χ2 df χ2/df RMSEA GFI PGFI NFI TLI CFI

Standards – – ≤3 ≤0.08 ≥0.90 ≥0.50 ≥0.90 ≥0.90 ≥0.90

Single factor 593.662 77 7.710 0.156 0.697 0.511 0.685 0.659 0.712

Two-factor 360.802 76 4.747 0.116 0.793 0.574 0.808 0.810 0.841

Three-factor 123.930 74 1.675 0.049 0.940 0.663 0.934 0.966 0.972

Second-order model 123.930 74 1.675 0.049 0.940 0.663 0.934 0.966 0.972
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0.588, and the CR value was 0.851; that of the hope perception dimension was 0.600, and the CR value was 0.857; that 
of the initiative perception dimension was 0.505, and the CR value was 0.860. The AVE values of all three dimensions 
exceeded the critical value of 0.5, and CR values were higher than the critical value of 0.7. In conclusion, the three- 
dimensional structure of willingness to use family doctor contracting services has good convergent validity.

The judgment criteria for discriminant validity mainly include whether there is a high correlation coefficient between 
each dimension and whether the square root value of AVE is greater than the utterly standardized correlation coefficient 
between dimensions. If the former is less, it indicates sufficient discriminant validity between dimensions. The correla-
tion coefficients between the three dimensions of perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative in 
willingness to use family doctor contracting services was 0.627, 0.522, and 0.580, respectively, all less than the empirical 
standard of 0.85, indicating that there was no severe multicollinearity between dimensions. Meanwhile, the square root 
values of AVE for perceived feasibility, perceived desirability, and perceived initiative were 0.767, 0.775, and 0.711, 
respectively, all higher than the correlation coefficients between dimensions. Therefore, the three-dimensional structure 
of willingness to use family doctor contracting services has good discriminant validity.

Discussion
Theoretical Implications
Firstly, through in-depth interviews, this study explored the connotation of willingness to use family doctor contracting 
services and constructed a conceptual model using the programmatic grounded theory method, making a significant 
theoretical contribution. In previous studies, scholars focused on service demanders’ acceptance or willingness to pay for 
a single medical service project when studying medical service demand, medical behavior, and willingness to use 
primary medical services. They generally used simple standards such as willing or unwilling for measurement,29 ignoring 
the process and internal structure of willingness to use medical services. In many countries, the hierarchical diagnosis and 
treatment system operates orderly under policy guarantees. Researchers are not concerned about the willingness to use 

Table 6 The Results of Reliability and Validity Tests of Scale

Factor Number Standardized 
Load

Standard 
Error

T-value Chronbach’s 
α

CR AVE

Perceived 

feasibility

PF1 0.810 - - 0.850 0.851 0.588

PF2 0.786 0.074 13.551***

PF3 0.738 0.074 12.623***

PF4 0.730 0.071 12.466***

Perceived 

desirability

PD2 0.730 - - 0.854 0.857 0.600

PD3 0.852 0.088 13.048***

PD5 0.752 0.082 11.738***

PD6 0.759 0.091 11.845***

Perceived 
initiative

PI1 0.719 - - 0.858 0.860 0.505

PI2 0.772 0.086 11.827***

PI3 0.694 0.096 10.690***

PI4 0.697 0.099 10.745***

PI5 0.664 0.082 10.249***

PI6 0.715 0.096 11.005***

Note: ***p<0.01.
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primary medical services but rather about decision-making issues facing multiple types of primary care service 
providers.47 The willingness to use concept model constructed in this study explains the internal structure of service 
demanders’ willingness to use specific medical service products in a relatively free medical environment, improves the 
theoretical framework of medical service utilization and utilization behavior, helps to expand the research scope of 
willingness to use medical services, and lays a foundation for research on primary medical service utilization behavior.

Secondly, this study developed a measurement scale for willingness to use family doctor contracting services 
following scientific procedures. This scale is applicable to urban community residents who have access to family doctor 
services or similar primary healthcare services. Previous medical service willingness measurement tools emphasized the 
results of willingness.25,48 However, the scale developed in this study focuses on how the service demander’s willingness 
to use is generated and reinforced and constructs three dimensions of willingness, providing a more in-depth and 
comprehensive interpretation of willingness. Based on this, a family doctor contracting services utilization willingness 
scale was compiled, which can effectively measure the service demander’s willingness to use medical services. 
Furthermore, it can be utilized as a measurement tool in empirical research on healthcare services in the future. 
Overall, this study has made a significant theoretical contribution.

Practical Implications
In a healthcare environment where the hierarchical referral system still needs to be well-established, the utilization 
willingness of residents towards primary care services serves as a prerequisite for actual utilization behavior. The poor 
utilization behavior of primary care services signifies a lack of motivation among residents, possibly due to the mismatch 
between primary care services and residents’ needs. Therefore, accurately grasping the connotation of residents’ 
utilization willingness and providing primary care services that align with their healthcare needs are essential pathways 
to promote the utilization behavior of primary care services.

At the same time, even in countries where the hierarchical referral system operates smoothly, it does not guarantee 
that residents are delighted with primary care services. There is always room for optimizing the efficiency and quality of 
primary care services. The utilization willingness of residents undoubtedly serves as an essential reference for primary 
care service providers to improve service quality and enhance competitiveness.

Limitations and Future Research Directions
The conceptual model for the willingness to utilize family doctor contracting services developed in this study is based on 
research conducted within the context of China’s primary healthcare system. Therefore, at present, this model can only 
represent the utilization willingness of Chinese residents toward primary care services. When applying the measurement 
scale developed based on this model to residents in other countries or in underdeveloped regions with primary healthcare 
services, limitations may arise.

Due to workforce, time, and resource limitations, most of this study’s interviewees and survey respondents were 
urban residents. They did not cover remote provinces, cities, and rural areas where residents may have unique medical 
habits due to objective conditions. In future research, the scope of the investigation can be expanded to improve the 
universality of the research. This study has contributed to the willingness to use primary medical services. However, 
there is still much work to be done in understanding the complexity of this structure and its influencing factors. In future 
research, the goal should be to enhance understanding of residents’ utilization willingness, optimize the primary medical 
service system, and support residents to use medical resources more efficiently.
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